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Active voice, 234, 258
Adjectives
comparative, 296
compound, 297
demonstrative, 288–89
editing advice on, 298–99
features of, 293
forms of, 294
position in a series, 295
possessive, 78
prepositions and, 265, 314
spelling, 364
superlative, 296
uses of, 293
Adverbs
features of, 293
forms of, 294
of frequency, 297
position of, 296–97
spelling, 364
uses of, 293
Agent, in passive voice, 253–54. See also Passive voice
editing advice on, 257–58
Agreement
pronoun, 287–88
subject-verb, 196–200, 241–46
Ahl, David H. (Dulling of the Sword), 121–22
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Americans Work Too Hard (Schor), 125–26
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Analysts Who Came to Dinner, The, 136
Answer key to exercises, 372–80
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Apostrophe, possession shown with, 222–23
Are Women Bosses Better? (Schnack), 154–55
Arnold, Eve (Sailor Home on Leave), 131
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with common nouns, 279–81
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editing advice on, 285–86
general rules for, 281–82
with nonspecific reference, 281
problematic terms, 282–83
with proper nouns, 279
with specific reference, 280
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Auxiliaries
direct questions and negatives in, 267
editing advice on 271–72
modal, see Modal auxiliaries
verb forms and, 242, 266–72

Baker, Russell
Summer in Morrisonville, 30
Woman’s Work Is Never Done, 160–61
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Beach at Frederiksted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands (Brodatz), 17

Beer, William R. (On Becoming a Househusband), 152–59

Bibliographical information, 949–50

Body of essay, 72

Books

general, 344–45
reference, 343–44

Brainstorming
diagram, 35
for topic, 32–36

Bridge Family, The (Connell), 137–39

British spelling, 306

Brodatz, Phil (Beach at Frederiksted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands), 17

Capitalization

with quotations, 331–33
of title, 73

Cartier-Bresson, Henri (Outside a Bistro, France, 1968–69), 148

Causes and effects, 68

Changing Family in International Perspective, The (Sorrentino), 141–45

Chronological sequence, expressions denoting, 66

Citing sources. See Works cited, list of

City living (Gordon), 172

Clauses. See Dependent clauses; Independent clauses; Relative clauses

Clustering, 34–35
diagram, 35

Cole, Thomas (View on the Catskill, Early Autumn), 170

Colon, 222

Combining sentences. See Connecting sentences; Sentences

Commas, 220–21

Comma splice, 208–9, 219

Common Ground (Strip-mining for Stone-washed Jeans), 184

Common nouns, 273–74, 280–81
Comparatives, 298

Compound adjectives, 297

Compound subjects, 244

Conclusion of essay, 70, 72–73

Condensed phrase, sentences combined with, 212–13

Conditional sentences, 326–29
editing advice on, 328–29
types of, 326–27
verb tenses in, 327

Conjunctions. See Coordinating conjunctions

Connecting sentences, 204–10

Contractions, 222

Connell, Evan S. (The Bridge Family), 137–39

Coordinate tags, 200, 270–71

Coordinating conjunctions, 204–9, 212, 216–17

Coordinating sentences. See Connecting sentences; Sentences

Correction symbols, 84–85

Countable nouns, 274

Culture and society

Do U.S. Schools Make the Grade? (Sprout), 100

Greek family at Easter dinner (Stanfield), 94

Olga (Rose), 99

Patterns of Acculturation (Scarcella), 106–9
pictures and readings on, 93–110

Poverty in an Affluent Society (Sidel), 104–5

Winter Celebration (Zongren), 101–3

Day in Shin-Ying, A (Siao Tao Kuo), 24–25

Definitions, writers giving, 68

Demonstrative adjectives or pronouns, 288–89

Dependent clauses, 213–14,
Description, writing a, 14–20, 45, 48–49
tDetailed observation, for subject, 14–20

Diary of a Young Girl, The, (Frank), 21–23

Dictionary, using the, 87–88

Direct questions, in auxiliaries, 267

Direct quotation, 331, 336

Documentation. See Works cited, list of
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## INDEX

**Drafts**
- examining and assessing, 62–68, 72–73, 76–80
- example of, 62–63
- final, 86–89
- outline for, 73
- planning and writing first, 57–61
- planning and writing second, 69–73
- tips for writing, 61
  
  *See also* Editing; First draft; Second draft

**Drowning Girl** (Lichtenstein), 149

**Dual Labor Market,** A (Sidel), 123–24

**Dulling of the Sword** (Ahl), 121–22

**Editing**
- dictionary used for, 87–88
- for errors, 81–85
- proofreading, 86–89
- for style, 76–80

**Editing advice**
- adjectives, 298–99
- agent, in passive voice, 257–58
- articles, 285–86
- auxiliary verbs, 271–72
- conditional sentences, 328–29
- independent clauses, 209–11, 324–25
- -ing, as verb form, 318
- modal auxiliaries, 264–65
- nouns, 277–78, 285–86
- passive voice, 257–58
- past verb tenses, 251–52
- prepositions, 317–18
- pronouns, 291–92
- punctuation, 224–25
- quotation, 334–35, 339–40
- relative clauses, 324–25
- reported speech, 334–35, 339–40
- -s, as verb form, 246
- subordinating conjunctions, 218
- verb forms, 271–72, 308–9
- verb tenses, 231–32, 239–40

**Editorials**
- 55

**Education Gender Gap,** The (ETS Policy Information Center), 156–59

**Elmer-Dewitt, Philip** (*Preparing for the Worst*), 180–83

**End punctuation,** 219

**Errors,** discovering and correcting, 81–85

**Essay examinations,** writing, 359–61
- practice for, 361
- strategies for, 360–61
- tasks in, 359–61

**ETS Policy Information Center** (*The Education Gender Gap*), 156–59

**Evidence,** 47–48

**Examples,** 65

**Experience,** drawing on your, 7–13, 46

**Facts,** 65

**Family**
- *The Analysts Who Came to Dinner,* 136
- *Bridge Family,* The (Connell), 137–39
- *The Changing Family in International Perspective* (Sorrentino), 141–45
- Gordon, Joel, 133
- Grossman, David M., 132
- Higgins, Jr., Chester, 130
- *Nothing to Do* (Roth), 140
- *The Old Man and His Grandson* (Grimm), 134–35
- pictures and readings on, 129–46
- *Sailor Home on Leave* (Arnold), 131

**Final copy,** 86–89
- guidelines for, 88

**First draft,** planning and writing, 57–61
- *See also* Drafts

**Focus,** finding a, 50–55

**Fragments,** sentence, 219
- avoiding, 197, 213

**Frank, Anne** (*The Diary of a Young Girl*), 21–23

**Freewriting,** 32, 35, 36–37
- diagram, 35

**Future,** verbs expressing, 233–35

**Gas** (Hopper), 16

**Gerunds,** 302, 315

**Gordon, Joel,** 114, 133
- *City living,* 172

**Gordon, Ruth** (*Returning to a Beloved Island*), 26

**Greek family at Easter dinner,** (Stanfield), 94
INDEX

Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm (The Old Man and His Grandson), 134–35
Grossman, David M., 132, 150

Helping verbs, See Auxiliaries
Heuristic devices. See “Ways In” to writing
Higgins, Chester Jr., 130
Hopper, Edward (Guss), 16
How Men and Women Talk: A Matter of Style (Tannen), 162–66
Hyphens, 366–67

Illustrations, 65
Independent clauses, 200–2, 204–5
combined with semicolon, 204
connecting, 204–5
editing advice on, 209–11, 324–25
Infinitives, 300–1, 304
-ing verb form, 227–29, 234, 243, 250, 266, 268, 300, 301–4, 305, 315, 318, 368–71
editing advice on, 318
Introduction
of essay, 72
of research paper, 352–53
Invention techniques. See “Ways In” to writing
Irregular verbs, 368–71

Journal assignments, 12–13, 31, 37, 44, 49, 55, 61, 68, 74, 80, 83
Kalett, Jim, 18, 112
Krauthammer, Charles (Saving Nature, but Only for Man), 189–91
Kristof, Nicholas D. (More in China Willingly Rear Just One Child), 174–79

Langone, John (A Stinking Mess), 185
Language and Writing Questionnaire, 3
Library research, 43–44, 59
Library sources, for research paper, 343–51
articles in periodicals, 345–49
books, 344–45
citing, 358
evaluating your sources, 350
listing, 358

recording bibliographical information, 349–50
reference books, 343–44
taking notes, 350–51
Lichtenstein, Roy (Drowning Girl), 149
List
commas with items in a, 220
making a, 32–34
McCarthy, Terrence (Ms. Frances Knowles supervises teams), 113
Main clause. See Independent clauses
Main point. See Thesis statement
Memory, drawing on your, 7–13
Men and women
Are Women Bosses Better? (Schnack), 154–55
David M. Grossman, 150
Drowning Girl (Lichtenstein), 149
The Education Gender Gap (ETS Policy Information Center), 156–59
How Men and Women Talk: A Matter of Style (Tannen), 162–66
On Becoming a Househusband (Beer), 152–53
Outside a Bistro, France, 1968–69 (Cartier-Bresson), 148
pictures and readings on, 147–67
Woman’s Work Is Never Done (Baker), 160–61
Mr. Doherty Builds His Dream Life (Doherty), 27–29
Ms. Frances Knowles supervises teams
(McCarthy), 113
Modal auxiliaries, 259–65
editing advice on, 264–65
expressing ability and permission, 260–61
expressing advisability, 261–62
expressing expectation, possibility, and logical deduction, 263
expressive necessity, no necessity, and prohibition, 262–63
features of, 259
Would, uses of, 259–60
Modern Language Association (MLA), 354, 356, 358
More in China Willingly Rear Just One Child (Kristof), 174–79
INDEX

Nancy Rogers (Terkel), 116–18
Nationality, adjectives expressing, 293
Negatives, in auxiliaries, 267
Notebook, organization of, 12
Nothing to Do (Roth), 140
Nouns, 273–78. See also Articles; Subject, of sentence
common, 273–74, 280–81
countable, 274
eating advice on, 277–78, 285–86
gerunds, 302, 315
proper, 273
quantity words with, 245, 275–77
types of, 279–80
uncountable, 274–75

Objects, direct and indirect, 199
Old Man and His Grandson, The (Grimm), 134–35
Olga (Rose), 99
On Becoming a Househusband (Beer), 152–53
One of, 244
Outline
for draft, 73
for research paper, 352
Outside a Bistro, France, 1968–69, (Cartier-Bresson), 148

Paragraphs. See also Drafts
body, 72
first, 69–70
transitions between, 78
Parallel structures, 390
Parallel writing, 46–47
Paraphrasing, 338
Participles, 268, 300, 305, 368–71
Passive voice, 253–58
agent in, 253–54
eating advice on, 257–58
forms of, 254–55
idioms, 256
uses of, 253–54
Past
time structures, 251
as verb tenses, 247–52
Past progressive and past perfect
progressive verb tenses, 249–50
Past verb forms, 368–71
Past verb tenses, 247–52
eating advice on, 251–52
Patterns of Acculturation (Scarcella), 106–9
Perfect progressive verb tenses, 228–29
Perfect verb tenses, 228
Periodicals, 345–49
Personal pronouns, 287–88
Phrasal verbs, 316
Plagiarism, 338, 353, 358
Planet Earth
City living (Gordon), 172
More in China Willingly Rear Just One
Child (Kristof), 174–79
pictures and readings on, 169–92
Preparing for the Worst (Elmer-Dewitt), 180–83
Saving Nature, but Only for Man
(Krauthammer), 189–91
A Stinking Mess (Langone), 185
Strip-mining for Stone-washed Jeans
(Common Ground), 184
View on the Catskill, Early Autumn
(Cole), 170
Plural verb endings, 241–42
Poverty in an Affluent Society (Sidell), 104–5
Predicate, 196–97. See also Verb forms;
Verbs; Verb tenses
Prefixes, spelling, 364–65
Preparing for the Worst (Elmer-Dewitt), 180–83
Prepositions
adjectives and, 295, 314
of direction, 312
eating advice on, 317–18
features of, 310
-ing form and, 315
of place, 310–12
relative clauses and, 322
of time, 312
tricky, 313
verbs and, 314
Present-future verb tenses, 233–35
Present perfect progressive verb tenses, 238
Present perfect verb tenses, 236–37
Present progressive verb tenses, 235–36
Processes. See also Drafts; Editing; “Ways
in” to writing
brainstorming and freewriting, 32–37
finding a focus, 50–55
Processes—(Continued)
looking and reading, 14–20
observing and practicing, 45–49
searching memory, 7–13
writing details, 59–60
Progressive verb tenses, 227
Pronouns
avoiding errors, 290
demonstrative, 288–89
editing advice on, 291–92
mixed, 79
personal, 287–88
reference, 289–90
relative, 320
Proofreading, 86–89, 367
Proper nouns, 273
Punctuation
apostrophe, 222–23
colon, 222
comma, 220–21
editing advice on, 224–25
problems with end, 219
quotation marks, see Quotation
semicolon, 220
Purposes of writing, 54, 58
Quantity words, 275–77
with nouns, 245
Questions, developing ideas by asking, 39–42
Question tags, 270–71
Quotation
capitalization and punctuation with, 331–33
citing, 353–358
direct, 331, 336
ing advice on, 334–35, 339–40
Quotation marks. See Quotation
Reference books, 343–44
References, citing sources with, 331–33
Relative clauses, 244, 319–25
agreement of verb in, 321
ing advice on, 324–25
form of, 319–20
function of, 319
prepositions and, 322
Relative pronouns, 320
omitting, 321
Reported speech, 336–38, 339
conventions of, 338
ing advice on, 334–35, 339–40
Research paper, writing a, 342–58
avoiding plagiarism, 353, 358
formulating a thesis, 351
introduction, 352–53
library sources for, 343–51
articles in periodicals, 345–49
books, 344–45
citing, 358
evaluating your sources, 350
listing, 358
recording bibliographical information, 349–50
reference books, 343–44
taking notes, 350–51
making an outline, 352
providing evidence from authoritative
sources, 352
quoting, 353, see also Quotation
topic of, 342–43
Response questions, 64
Returning to a Beloved Island, (Gordon), 26
Revising, 56–74. See also Drafts; Editing
discovering and correcting errors, 81–85
looking at the draft, 62–68
planning and writing a first draft, 57–61
planning and writing a second draft,
69–73
rewriting, 76–80
Rewriting, 76–80
Rose, Mike (Olga), 99
Roth, Philip (Nothing to Do), 140
Run-on sentences, 219
avoiding, 208–9
-s, as verb form, 241–43, 266, 268, 368–71
ing advice on, 246
Sailor Home on Leave (Arnold), 131
Saving Nature, but Only for Men
(Krauthammer), 189–91
Scarcella, Robin (Patterns of
Acculturation), 106–9
Schnack, Mary (Are Women Bosses
Better?), 154–55
Schor, Juliet B. (Americans Work Too
Hard), 125–26
Second draft, 69–73. See also Drafts
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Semicolon, 220
  independent clause combined with, 204
Sensory details, 66
Sentence fragments, 219
avoiding, 197, 213
Sentences, 195–203. See also Conditional sentences; Simple sentences
  adding information to, 200–2
  combining, 212–17
  comma splice, 208–9
  conditional, 326–29
  connecting, 204–10, 215
  coordinate tags, 209
  coordinating conjunctions, 204–9
  dependent clauses, 213–14, see also subordinating below
direct and indirect objects, 199
editing advice on, 202–3, 209–11, 217–18, 224–25
independent clauses, 200–2, 204–5
  inverted word order, 199–200
parallel structures, 200
requirements of, 197–98
run-on, 208–9
simple, 195–97
subject-verb agreement in, 196–200, 241–42
subordinating, 213–18
transitions between, 78, 205–7
word order, 198–99
Series
  adjectives in a, 295
  of events, 66
Siao Tao Kuo (A Day in Shin-Ying), 24–25
Sidel, Ruth
  A Dual Labor Market, 123–24
  Poverty in an Affluent Society, 104–5
Simple past verb tenses, 248–49
Simple present verb tenses, 233–35
Simple sentences, 195–97
Simple verb tenses, 226–27
Singular verb endings, 241–42
Small-Town Girlhood, A (Toth), 119–20
Sorrentino, Constance (The Changing Family in International Perspective), 141–45
Sources, citing. See Quotation; References, citing sources with; Works cited, list of
Spatial sequence, expressions denoting, 66–67
Specific reference, articles with, 280
Spelling, 362–67
British, 366
Sprout, Alison L. (Do U.S. Schools Make the Grade?), 100
Stanfield, James L. (Greek family at Easter dinner), 94
Statistics, 65
Stinking Mess, A (Langone), 185
Strategies, learning from other writers, 45–49
Strip-mining for Stone-washed Jeans (Common Ground), 184
Subject
  of essay
    detailed observation for, 14–20
    distinction between topic and, 50–51
    memory used for, 7–13
  of sentence
    compound, 244
    verb agreeing with, 196–200, 241–42
Subject-verb agreement, 196–200
  editing advice on, 202–3, 209–11, 245–46
  singular or plural, 241–43
verbs and, 196–200
Subordinating conjunctions, 213–18
  editing advice on, 218
Suffixes, spelling, 364–65
Summary, conclusion as, 70, 72–73
Summer in Morrisonville (Baker), 30
Superlatives, 296
Tannen, Deborah (How Men and Women Talk: A Matter of Style), 162–66
Techniques, learning from other writers, 45–49
Terkel, Studs (Nancy Rogers) 116–18
That, relative clauses with, 244
There, sentences starting with, 243
  definition of, 52
  formulating, 57–58, 351
  supporting a, 65–68
Title of essay, 73
Topic
  asking questions about, 39–42
  brainstorming for, 32–36
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"Ways In" to writing
brainstorming, 32–36
freewriting, 32, 35, 36–37
listing, 32–34
observing and practicing, 45–49
question-asking, 39–42
researching, 43–44

**Which, relative clauses with, 244**

**Who, relative clauses with, 244**

**Winter Celebration (Zongren), 101–3**

**Women's Work Is Never Done (Baker), 160–61**

Women. See Men and women

Word order, 198–99
inverted, 199–200
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